اﻋوذ ﺑﺎ ﻣن اﻟﺷﯾطن اﻟرﺟﯾم
ﺑﺳم ﷲ اﻟرﺣﻣن اﻟرﺣﯾم
I seek refuge in God from satan the rejected
In the Name of God, Most Gracious Most Merciful

Nun
    
[68:1] NuN, the pen, and what they (the people) write.

Introduction

Sura 68 starts with initial Noon. Count of letter Noon ( ) نin
sura 68 is 133(19*7). In general Quran this initial has been
written as one letter Noon ()ن. But it is not correct. 19 year
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after death of prophet Muhamad, two false verses were added
into Quran and the verse 68:1 was corrupted. Collectors of
Quran thunk that this initial is like other initials; because all
other initials written by one letter except this initial. They
made mistake about this initial and GOD showed us that the
Nun (  ) ﻧ ونis correct not Noon( )نor not DblNoon ( ) ﻧ ن. There
are 14 initial letters. 14 is very important in initial letters.
Noon is 14th letter in Abjad system. It is intersting that 68:1
has 14 initial letters. The first verse that revealed to prophet
Muhamad was 96:1 and it has 14 initial letters too. Sura 68
(6+8=14) starts with Nun.
One sura in the Quran, it's title is "The Pen" that is sura 68 . It
starts with the letters Nun ( )ﻧ ون. The letter noon ( )نin Arabic
is like bowl of ink .

ن
2

    
 = Nun = bowl of ink
 = The pen = the tool that writte by using it
  = the things that written by pen and Nun
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1. All the verses that end with pattern Nun.

There are only 133 (19 x 7) verses in the all Quran that ends
with the letters Nun (Noon-Waw-Noon or  )ﻧ ونlike the below
verses:

   [81:22]
     [68:3]
     [52:39]
Those 133 verses:
=============================
[2:4], [2:6], [2:38], [2:62], [2:77], [2:78], [2:88], [2:100], [2:112], [2:118], [2:159], [2:262],
[2:274], [2:277], [3:122], [3:160], [3:170], [5:11], [5:50], [5:69], [5:88], [6:12], [6:20], [6:48],
[6:99], [6:109],[6:125], [6:154], [7:27], [7:35], [7:49], [7:52], [7:75], [7:156], [7:185], [7:188],
[7:203], [8:55], [9:51], [10:33], [10:62], [10:96], [10:101], [11:17], [12:48], [12:111], [13:1],
[13:2], [14:11], [15:6], [15:26], [15:28], [15:33], [16:19], [16:64], [16:79], [16:128], [19:39],
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[21:6], [21:30], [23:1], [23:44], [23:58],[26:27], [26:88], [27:3], [27:25], [27:47], [27:74],
[27:82], [27:86], [27:89], [28:3], [28:52], [28:69], [29:2], [29:24], [29:51], [30:4], [30:37],
[30:60], [31:4], [32:12], [32:24], [34:37], [34:41], [36:7], [36:10], [36:76], [37:36], [37:49],
[37:53], [37:149], [39:52], [39:61], [40:59], [41:8], [43:68], [43:88], [44:12], [44:14], [45:4],
[45:6], [45:20], [45:24], [46:13], [51:13], [51:39], [51:52], [52:24], [52:29], [52:30], [52:33],
[52:36], [52:39], [56:23], [56:58], [56:78], [56:81], [58:10], [60:11], [64:13], [68:2], [68:3],
[68:9], [68:18], [68:51], [69:41], [77:50], [81:22], [84:20], [84:25], [95:6]

=============================

The first letters of these 133 verses are from below arabic
letters that count of them is 14:

 ي، و، ه، ن، م، ل، ك، ق، ف، ر، ث، ت، ب،ا
It is interesting that total G.V of these 14 letters is 1444 (19 x
19 x 4) and 14 is sequence of letter Noon ( )نin abjad system
too.
God Almighty has used word Banun ( )ﺑﻧ ونin verse 88 sura
26. At another side in verse 133 sura 26 God has used word
Baneen ( )ﺑﻧ ﯾنinstead of Banun. We must be certain that The
most Gracious has specific aims in this verse for us. Why God
has used Baneen () instead of Banun ()?
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   [26:133]

      [26:88]
The word Baneen is in verse 133 .It is interesting that
133=19*7. And we know that difference between these two
words is in letter Waw and now consider all verses that its
number is 133 in all Quran. All praises be to God, there are
38(19*2) letter Waw in these verses.The only reason for
using Baneen instead of Banun is protecting Count of Nun
letters. Nun letter are pen of Quran and have relation with pen
(68:1).

2. Count of verses having DblNoon() ﻧن
We know that the sura 68 starts with two letters Noon( )نor
Nun ()ﻧ ون. Let us now consider all the verses in the Quran that
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two letters of Noon occur side by side (DblNoon or  )ﻧ نsuch as
the word “( ﻧﻧﺟﻲNonajee”) in the verse 10:103:

        [10:103]
  

It is interesting that in such state we have 133(19*7) verses.
is this random!!! GOD is glorified.
Those 133 verses:
=============================
[2:106], [2:139], [2:147], [2:235], [2:259], [3:16], [3:64], [3:81], [3:137], [3:187], [3:193],
[4:26], [4:103], [4:159], [5:25], [5:111], [6:14], [6:19], [6:35], [6:53], [6:63], [6:77], [6:109],
[6:111], [6:114], [6:161], [7:23], [7:27], [7:51], [7:71], [7:87], [7:89], [7:134], [7:149],
[7:150], [7:189], [9:75], [10:14], [10:22], [10:23], [10:29], [10:92], [10:94], [10:95], [10:103],
[10:105], [11:2], [11:37], [11:62], [11:63], [12:13], [12:32], [12:33], [12:35], [12:66], [13:41],
[14:9], [14:14], [15:8], [15:21], [15:39], [15:70], [16:81], [16:92], [17:82], [18:94], [18:103],
[19:38], [19:69], [19:72], [20:14], [20:37], [20:45], [20:46], [20:58], [20:97], [21:43], [21:44],
[21:90], [23:27], [24:55], [26:4], [26:116], [26:167], [27:27], [27:36], [27:41], [28:86],
[28:87], [29:32], [31:23], [34:26], [34:33], [35:42], [36:68], [37:28], [37:114], [38:8], [38:22],
[38:39], [39:65], [40:41], [40:42], [40:43], [40:51], [41:5], [41:22], [41:23], [41:33], [41:50],
[42:15], [43:26], [43:49], [45:34], [46:17], [48:12], [48:15], [52:48], [54:14], [54:25], [56:61],
[59:2], [59:10], [59:11], [60:4], [61:5], [64:6], [69:20], [72:5], [72:7], [72:12], [74:6], [89:16]

=============================
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It is interesting in these 133 verses there are 76 (19*4)
word GOD. The first letters of these 133 verses are from
below arabic letters that count of them is 15:

 ي، و، ه، م، ل، ق، ف، ع، س، ر، ذ، ث، ت، ب،ا
It is interesting that total gv of these 15 letters is 2204 ( 19
x 116).
Verse number of 57 (3*19) verses in these 133 verses are
even and Verse number of 76 (4*19) verses in these 133
verses are odd.
God is glorified!!

3. Count of DblNoon
Let now consider all cases in Quran that have Dblnoon with
space (like  )ﻟ ن ﻧ ؤﻣنor without space ()ﻧﻧﺟ ﻲ. Like 3 cases in
the below verses:
8

1

 

2



3



          

[2:55]

  
[2:55] Recall that you said, "O Moses, we will
not believe unless we see GOD, physically."
Consequently, the lightning struck you, as you
looked.
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        [10:103]
  
[10:103] We ultimately save our messengers
and those who believe. It is our immutable law
that we save the believers.
It is interesting that There are 361 (19*19) cases in all
Quran

(not

verses).

Has

remained

any

doubt

about

mathematical design of GOD!
We know that GOD has mentioned Nun ( )ﻧ ونinitial in
verse 68:1. GOD after Nun points to Pen. This Show us
that Nun is about hand writing miracle of Quran because
Pen is for writing. For example 133(19*7) verses have
Dblnoon ()ﻧن.
For more signs, GOD has mentioned one word in Quran
strangely in verse 21:88;
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    [21:88]
    
In this verse word Nonajee has spelled as "( " ﻧﺟ ﻲwith one
Noon) not "( " ﻧﻧﺟﻲwith DblNoon).The other Noon in this word
is over the word.


This is very interesting point. Because this protect 133 verses
that have DblNoon. The Question that may be raised here is :
From where writers of Quran knew that the one Noon in word
Nonajee in verse 21:88 must be over the word not include in
the word ?
11

The matter that Noon in the verse 21:88 prove for us is:
1- Purified Quran by Rashad Khalifa that is under hand is
99.9999% main Quran in spelling and letters. It may have a
few errors in Alef But 99.9999% is from GOD.

2- The Noon connection confirm the Hafs verse numbering of
Quran and show that Warsh verse numbering version isn't
divinely complete.
3- Confirm true version between Hafs and warsh version in
some words.
4- Confirm the true dictation of verse 68:1

After death of prophet Muhamad, Some of whom that had
memorized the total Quran went to other cities. They wrote
Quran with their hand (their pen).These qurans were different
than main Quran. Because someone wrote the word Alinsan
(for ex.) with ALef ( )اﻻﻧ ﺳﺎنand someone write the Alinsan
without Alef ()اﻻﻧ ﺳن. Because they didn't know that the
handwriting of Quran is miracle too. This matter produced the
great problem. Therefore the committee of Quran decided to
12

destruct all the qurans except the main Quran. They
destructed all version except some of them (like Warsh , …).
The Hafs version of Quran is main Quran 99.9999%
Some website writes initial Nun as Dblnoon ( )ﻧ نthat is
incorrect and it must be Nun ( )ﻧونwith Waw.

4. DblNoon and Nun
There are only three verses in all Quran that contain two
letters of Noon side by side (dblnoon =  )ﻧ نand pattern Nun
( )ﻧونboth.

     

[48:12]
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[48:12] You secretly believed that the
messenger and the believers will be defeated
and never come back to their families, and this
was firmly established in your hearts. You
harbored evil thoughts and turned into wicked
people.

     [6:109]
           
    
[6:109] They swore by GOD, solemnly, that if a
miracle came to them, they would surely
believe. Say, "Miracles come only from GOD."
For all you know, if a miracle did come to them,
they would continue to disbelieve.
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      [7:27]
      
          
      
[7:27] O children of Adam, do not let the devil
dupe you as he did when he caused the eviction
of your parents from Paradise, and the removal
of their garments to expose their bodies. He and
his tribe see you, while you do not see them. We
appoint the devils as companions of those who
do not believe.
Now if we add the sura and verse numbers in these three
verses:
48 + 12 + 6 + 109 + 7 + 27 = 209 = 19 x 11
15

It is interesting that count of letter Noon in these 3 verses is
38(19*2).

5. Word GOD and Nun
There are only 95 (19*5) verses in all Quran that have
pattern Nun ( )ﻧونand have word God too.

      [2:62]
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[2:62] Surely, those who believe, those who
are Jewish, the Christians, and the converts;
anyone who (1) believes in GOD, and (2)
believes in the Last Day, and (3) leads a
righteous life, will receive their recompense
from their Lord. They have nothing to fear, nor
will they grieve.

6. Verses having pattern Nun ()ﻧون
The first verse of the sura 68 starts with Nun () ﻧ ون.Now
consider all verses that have pattern Nun ( )ﻧون, like 95:6 . it is
interesting in such state we have 228 (19*12) verses.

        [95:6]
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[95:6] Except those who believe and lead a righteous life;
they receive a reward that is well deserved.

Those 228 verses:
=============================
[2:3], [2:4], [2:6], [2:38], [2:46], [2:62], [2:77], [2:78], [2:85], [2:88], [2:100], [2:112],
[2:118], [2:121], [2:159], [2:187], [2:249], [2:262], [2:274], [2:277], [2:285], [3:28], [3:110],
[3:114], [3:119], [3:122], [3:143], [3:154], [3:160], [3:170], [4:38], [4:46], [4:51], [4:59],
[4:65], [4:89], [4:107], [4:155], [4:162], [5:11], [5:50], [5:69], [5:81], [5:88], [6:12], [6:20],
[6:48], [6:54], [6:92], [6:99], [6:109], [6:113], [6:125], [6:150], [6:154], [7:27], [7:35], [7:49],
[7:52], [7:75], [7:156], [7:185], [7:188], [7:203], [8:2], [8:4], [8:55], [8:74], [9:29], [9:44],
[9:45],[9:51], [9:71], [9:93], [9:105], [9:122], [9:126], [10:33], [10:62], [10:96], [10:101],
[11:5], [11:17], [11:121], [12:37], [12:48], [12:111], [13:1], [13:2], [13:4], [14:11], [14:21],
[15:6], [15:13], [15:26], [15:28], [15:33], [16:19], [16:22], [16:23], [16:60], [16:64], [16:72],
[16:79], [16:104], [16:105], [16:128], [17:10], [17:45], [17:52], [17:73], [18:46], [18:95],
[18:104], [19:39], [19:82], [21:6], [21:30], [21:87], [23:1], [23:44], [23:58], [23:74], [24:2],
[24:12], [24:31], [24:62], [25:68], [26:27], [26:88], [26:128], [26:201], [27:3], [27:4], [27:25],
[27:47], [27:74], [27:82], [27:86], [27:89], [28:3], [28:52], [28:69], [28:72], [29:2], [29:24],
[29:47], [29:51], [29:67], [30:4], [30:37], [30:60], [31:4], [32:12], [32:24], [33:10], [33:11],
[33:22], [34:8], [34:37], [34:41], [36:7], [36:10], [36:76], [37:36], [37:49], [37:53], [37:149],
[39:45], [39:52], [39:61], [40:7], [40:47], [40:59], [41:8], [41:44], [42:18], [43:68], [43:88],
[44:12], [44:14], [45:4], [45:6], [45:20], [45:24], [46:13], [48:12], [48:25], [49:10],
[49:15],[49:17], [51:13], [51:39], [51:52], [52:24], [52:29], [52:30], [52:33], [52:36], [52:39],
[53:27], [54:9], [56:23], [56:58], [56:78], [56:81], [57:8], [58:10], [58:22], [60:11], [61:11],
[62:7], [64:4], [64:13], [68:1], [68:2], [68:3], [68:9], [68:18], [68:51], [69:41], [72:19],
[74:31], [77:50], [81:22], [84:20], [84:25], [95:6]

=============================
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7. Words that ends with pattern Nun or ends with
Dblnoon
Pattern " "ﻧ نand " "ﻧ ونhave amazing roles in Quran. Now let
consider those words that aren't in first and end of verse. in
such state we have :
33 word end up with pattern ""ﻧن
100 word end up with pattern ""ﻧون
33+100 = 133(19*7) !!!
Those 100 words are in below verses:
=============================
[2:3],[2:4],[2:46],[2:85],[2:121],[2:187],[2:249],[2:285],[3:28],[3:110],[3:114],[3:119],[3:143]
,[3:154],[4:38],[4:46],[4:51],[4:59],[4:65],[4:89],[4:107],[4:155],[4:162],[5:81],[6:54],[6:92],[
6:113],[6:150],[8:2],[8:4],[8:74],[9:29],[9:44],[9:45],[9:71],[9:105],[9:122],[9:126],[11:5],[11:
17],[11:121],[12:37],[13:4],[14:21],[15:13],[16:22],[16:23],[16:60],[16:72],[16:104],[16:105],[
17:10],[17:45],[17:52],[18:46],[18:104],[19:82],[21:87],[23:74],[24:2],[24:12],[24:31],[24:62],
[25:68],[26:128],[26:201],[27:4],[28:72],[29:47],[29:67],[33:10],[33:11],[33:22],[34:8],[39:45]
,[40:7],[40:47],[41:44],[42:18],[48:12],[48:25],[49:10],[49:15],[49:17],[53:27],[54:9],[57:8],[5
8:22],[61:11],[64:4],[72:19],[74:31]

=============================
And Those 33 words are in below verses:
=============================
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[2:147],[3:81],[3:137],[4:26],[4:159],[6:14],[6:35],[6:63],[6:77],[6:109],[6:114],[7:23],[7:134]
,[7:149],[7:189],[9:75],[10:22],[10:94],[10:95],[10:105],[12:32],[15:39],[16:92],[24:55],[26:11
6],[26:167],[27:36],[28:86],[28:87],[35:42],[38:39],[39:65],[74:6]

=============================
133 is total count of letter Noon in sura 68 too. Is there any
other book in the world that can demonstrate a similar
phenomenon?!!!

8. Verses having two Noon and one Waw

  [78:1]
[78:1] what are they questioning?
Quran isn't normal book. Every word of it has specific aim.
GOD has designed Quran mathematically strange. One of
words that is very strange is word Amma (  ) ﻋ مin verse
78:1.The question that raised here is "Why GOD has used
word Amma ( )ﻋمinstead of AnMaa ("?)ﻋن ﻣﺎ
20

Nun in sura 68 written as Noon-Waw-Noon ( two Noon and
one Waw = ) ﻧ ون.There are only 228 verses that two Noon
and one Waw exists in them.
228=2*114 =19*12!!
114 are total suras in Quran and 2 is count of initial Noon.
We know that Quran has a Pen and its Pen is Nun. GOD
almighty after initial letter Nun in 68:1 points to Pen. These
matters show us that Nun has miracle of pen for Quran.

ﻧون واﻟﻘﻠم وﻣﺎ ﯾﺳطرون
[68:1] NuN, the pen, and what they write.
The verse 78:1 has strange word like Amma ()ﻋ م. This word
must be Anmaa ()ﻋﻧﻣ ﺎ, but GOD has deleted one Noon from it.
Pattern Nun ( )ﻧ ونhas 2 Noon and one Waw. Now consider all
verses that have 2 Noon and one Waw. In such state we have
228(19*12) verses. Now consider 78:1 that has one Noon
and One Waw. If we write word Amma with Noon then the
21

verse 78:1 would had 2 noon and one waw and
calculation about Nun would be false.

above

God be glorified!! All the praises and glories belong to GOD,
the Quran is a true divine gift to humanity
Those 228 verses:
=============================
[2:242],[3:196],[6:15],[6:76],[7:16],[7:121],[7:183],[10:32],[11:22],[11:75],[15:1],[15:12],[15:
32],[15:46][15:51],[15:72],[15:75],[16:109],[17:38],[18:61],[18:66],[18:69],[19:19],[19:25],[1
9:57],[20:24],[20:27][20:37],[20:41],[20:43],[20:46],[20:52],[20:125],[21:15],[21:62],[21:106]
,[21:107],[22:1],[23:2],[23:15][23:41],[23:56],[23:64],[23:67],[23:77],[23:94],[25:28],[25:76],
[26:47],[26:64],[26:75],[26:77],[26:78][26:81],[26:83],[26:84],[26:90],[26:98],[26:107],[26:12
5],[26:137],[26:143],[26:162],[26:178],[26:193][26:200],[26:204],[26:209],[26:210],[26:214],[
27:1],[27:9],[27:13],[27:79],[31:3],[36:17],[36:44],[37:7][37:25],[37:48],[37:54],[37:65],[37:6
7],[37:69],[37:77],[37:78],[37:79],[37:83],[37:92],[37:98],[37:99][37:108],[37:117],[37:119],[
37:129],[37:159],[37:174],[37:176],[37:180],[38:9],[38:32],[38:50],[38:55][38:56],[38:82],[38:
87],[39:13],[40:72],[41:32],[43:4],[43:56],[43:73],[44:6],[44:10],[44:23],[44:32],[44:40][44:42
],[44:59],[47:9],[48:3],[50:3],[50:10],[50:15],[50:31],[50:44],[51:9],[51:11],[51:34],[52:15],[5
2:40][52:41],[52:43],[53:15],[53:42],[53:47],[53:58],[53:59],[54:4],[54:10],[54:11],[54:15],[54
:16],[54:18],[54:21][54:26],[54:30],[54:42],[54:47],[54:51],[55:17],[55:43],[55:48],[55:52],[55
:76],[56:13],[56:14],[56:27],[56:39][56:40],[56:54],[56:56],[56:58],[56:66],[56:78],[56:95],[57
:11],[68:15],[68:21],[68:38],[68:45],[68:46],[68:47][69:36],[69:48],[69:50],[69:51],[70:6],[70:
14],[70:23],[70:28],[70:36],[71:9],[71:10],[73:5],[73:7],[74:6],[74:8][74:40],[75:28],[76:6],[76
:31],[77:3],[77:16],[77:31],[78:11],[78:15],[78:17],[79:2],[79:17],[79:35],[79:41][81:20],[81:2
6],[81:27],[82:9],[82:10],[82:16],[83:13],[83:17],[83:23],[83:27],[83:28],[83:35],[84:7],[84:13
][86:7],[86:15],[88:17],[92:11],[99:3],[101:6],[107:6],[108:1],[108:3],[109:6],[111:2],[113:4]

=============================

9. Noon and image for word GOD
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Let now consider all verses that pattern Nun (Noon-WawNoon= )ﻧ ونor pattern DblNoon( )ﻧ نexists in them. The total
count of letter Noon in these verses ( 358 verses ) is 2698 !!!

It is intersting that : 2698=19*142 !!!
And

2698 is total count of word God in Quran !!!!!!

God be glorified!! Is there any other book in the world that can
demonstrate a similar phenomenon?!!! You can see results in
this file:
https://www.sharemation.com/asadh/noon.zip?uniq=-brsele
Sum of verse numbers plus sum of sura numbers of 358
verses is :
30229 (19*1591)
1591 is message for those that don't accept miracle of
Quran.
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    [15:91]
[15:91] They accept the Quarn only partially.
Those 358 verses:
======================================
[2:3],[2:4],[2:6],[2:38],[2:46],[2:62],[2:77],[2:78],[2:85],[2:88],[2:100],[2:106],[2:112],[2:118
],[2:121],[2:139],[2:147],[2:159],[2:187],[2:235],[2:249],[2:259],[2:262],[2:274],[2:277],[2:28
5],[3:16],[3:28],[3:64],[3:81],[3:110],[3:114],[3:119],[3:122],[3:137],[3:143],[3:154],[3:160],[
3:170],[3:187],[3:193],[4:26],[4:38],[4:46],[4:51],[4:59],[4:65],[4:89],[4:103],[4:10][4:155],[4
:159],[4:162],[5:11],[5:25],[5:50],[5:69],[5:81],[5:88],[5:111],[6:12],[6:14],[6:19],[6:20],[6:35
],[6:48],[6:53],[6:54],[6:63],[6:77],[6:92],[6:99],[6:109],[6:111],[6:113],[6:114],[6:125],[6:15
0],[6:154],[6:161],[7:23],[7:27],[7:35],[7:49],[7:51],[7:52],[7:71],[7:75],[7:87],[7:89],[7:134],
[7:149],[7:150],[7:156],[7:185],[7:188],[7:189],[7:203],[8:2],[8:4],[8:55],[8:74],[9:29],[9:44],[
9:45],[9:51],[9:71],[9:75],[9:93],[9:105],[9:122],[9:126],[10:14],[10:22],[10:23],[10:29],[10:3
3],[10:62],[10:92],[10:94],[10:95],[10:96],[10:101],[10:103],[10:105],[11:2],[11:5],[11:17],[11
:37],[11:62],[11:63],[11:121],[12:13],[12:32],[12:33],[12:35],[12:37],[12:48],[12:66],[12:111],
[13:1],[13:2],[13:4],[13:41],[14:9],[14:11],[14:14],[14:21],[15:6],[15:8],[15:13],[15:21],[15:26
],[15:28],[15:33],[15:39],[15:70],[16:19],[16:22],[16:23],[16:60],[16:64],[16:72],[16:79],[16:8
1],[16:92],[16:104],[16:105],[16:128],[17:10],[17:45],[17:52],[17:73],[17:82],[18:46],[18:94],[
18:95],[18:103],[18:104],[19:38],[19:39],[19:69],[19:72],[19:82],[20:14],[20:37],[20:45],[20:4
6],[20:58],[20:97],[21:6],[21:30],[21:43],[21:44],[21:87],[21:90],[23:1],[23:27],[23:44],[23:58
],[23:74],24:2],[24:12],[24:31],[24:55],[24:62],[25:68],[26:4],[26:27],[26:88],[26:116],[26:128
],[26:167],[26:201],[27:3],[27:4],[27:25],[27:27],[27:36],[27:41],[27:47],[27:74],[27:82],[27:8
6],[27:89],[28:3],[28:52],[28:69],[28:72],[28:86],[28:87],[29:2],[29:24],[29:32],[29:47],[29:51
],[29:67],[30:4],[30:37],[30:60],[31:4],[31:23],[32:12],[32:24],[33:10],[33:11],[33:22],[34:8],[
34:26],[34:33],[34:37],[34:41],[35:42],[36:7],[36:10],[36:68],[36:76],[37:28],[37:36],[37:49],[
37:53],[37:114],[37:149],[38:8],[38:22],[38:39],[39:45],[39:52],[39:61],[39:65],[40:7],[40:41],
[40:42],[40:43],[40:47],[40:51],[40:59],[41:5],[41:8],[41:22],[41:23],[41:33],[41:44],[41:50],[
42:15],[42:18],[43:26],[43:49],[43:68],[43:88],[44:12],[44:14],[45:4],[45:6],[45:20],[45:24],[4
5:34],[46:13],[46:17],[48:12],[48:15],[48:25],[49:10],[49:15],[49:17],[51:13],[51:39],[51:52],[
52:24],[52:29],[52:30],[52:33],[52:36],[52:39],[52:48],[53:27],[54:9],[54:14],[54:25],[56:23],[
56:58],[56:61],[56:78],[56:81],[57:8],[58:10],[58:22],[59:2],[59:10],[59:11],[60:4],[60:11],[61
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:5],[61:11],[62:7],[64:4],[64:6],[64:13],[68:1],[68:2],[68:3],[68:9],[68:18],[68:51],[69:20],[69:
41],[72:5],[72:7],[72:12],[72:19],[74:6],[74:31],[77:50][81:22],[84:20],[84:25],[89:16],[95:6]

=============================

10. 133th verse
Count of letter Noon in sura 68 is 133 (19*7). 133th verse
from first of Quran is verse 2:126. In these 133 verses (from
begin of Quran to verse 2:126) there are only 14 verses that
pattern Nun (Noon Waw Noon =  ) ﻧ ونexists in them. Noon is
14th letter in Abjad system and 14th initialed letter too.
Really there is marvel order in text of Quran.
Those 14 verses:
=============================
[2:3],[2:4],[2:6],[2:38],[2:46],[2:62],[2:77],[2:78],[2:85],[2:88],[2:100],[2:112],[2:11
8],[2:121]

=============================

11. First verses
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There are 19 verses in first verses of 114 suras that ends with
letter Noon. 68:1 is 14th verse in this set
As verse 24:1 and 78:1,

        [٢۴:١]

[٢۴:١] A sura that we have sent down, and we have
decreed as law. We have revealed in it clear revelations,
that you may take heed.

  [78:1]
[78:1] What are they questioning?
God be glorified! Now I understood that Why God say
over it is nineteen !!!
Those 19 verses:
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=============================
[6:1],[8:1],[9:1],[12:1],[13:1],[15:1],[16:1],[21:1],[23:1],[24:1],[27:1],[55:1],[
63:1],[68:1],[78:1],[83:1],[95:1],[107:1],[109:1]

=============================

12. 1406
Total count of Noon in all verses that sura number plus verse
number is factor of nineteen is 1406.
1406 =19*74!!!
1974 is year that miracle 19 discovered by messenger of
covenant Dr. Rashad khalifa and 74 is same sura that 19 is
mentioned (74:30)

13. The pen
In sura 68, God after Nun mentions the Pen. Certainly pen and
Nun have relation with together. The pen in arabic is Alqalam
() اﻟﻘﻠم.The Alqalam letters are :
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القم
[68:1] NuN, the pen, and what they (the people) write.*
There are 152 (19*8) verses that the pen letters and
pattern Nun ( )ﻧونexists in them.
God be glorified! From every place we count over it is 19!!
Does exists any other book in the world like Quran??
There is 1998 word God in all verses that Alqalam letters
exists in them.
1998=3*666!!!

It is interesting that GV of (  ) ا ل ق مis 171(19*9).

14. Word GOD and Noon
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There are 133 (19*7) verses that count of word God and
count of Noon is equal. (133 is total count of Noon in Sura 68
too)

As 98:2 that have one word God and one Noon:

      [98:2]
[98:2] a messenger from GOD is reciting to them sacred
instructions.*
Or 4:100 that have 4 Word God and 4 Noon:
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           [4:100]
            
        
[4:100] anyone who emigrates in the cause of GOD will find
on earth great bounties and richness. Anyone who gives up his
home, emigrating to GOD and His messenger, then death
catches up with him, his recompense is reserved with GOD.
GOD is Forgiver, Most Merciful.
Now consider 9:129:

ﻓﺎن ﺗوﻟوا ﻓﻘل ﺣﺳﺑﻲ ﷲ ﻻ اﻟﮫ اﻻ ھو ﻋﻠﯾﮫ ﺗوﻛﻠت و ھو رب اﻟﻌرش اﻟﻌظﯾم
9:129 has one word God and One Noon
If we include this verse in Quran then total is 134 and isn't
divisible by 19.
Those 133 verses:
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=============================
[1:1],[1:2],[2:202],[2:205],[2:206],[2:225],[2:251],[2:268],[3:5],[3:18],[3:34],[3:51],[3:74],[3:
98],3:108],[3:129],[3:132],[3:163],[3:182],[4:39],[4:100],[4:106],[4:110],[5:38],[5:74],[5:96],[
5:97],[5:98],[5:100],[5:120],[6:3],[6:62],[6:149],[7:140],[7:190],[8:13],[8:23],[8:51],[8:68],[8:
69],[9:27],[9:39],[9:97],[9:106],[10:25],[10:58],[10:64],[10:82],[10:109],[11:41],[11:123],[12:
19],[12:92],[12:95],[13:15],[13:39],[14:39],[14:51],[15:69],[17:92],[18:1],[18:38],[18:44],[19:
36],[20:8],[20:61],[20:98],[22:10],[22:76],[24:14],[24:52],[26:89],[26:108],[26:110],[26:126],[
26:131],[26:144],[26:150],[26:163],[26:179],[27:59],[28:70],[28:88],[30:11],[31:9],[31:22],[31
:26],[33:27],[37:40],[37:74],[37:96],[37:126],[37:128],[37:160],[37:182],[39:4],[39:14],[39:44
],[40:4],[40:44],[40:45],[42:10],[42:19],[42:24],[43:64],[45:8],[45:27],[45:36],[47:21],[48:7],[
48:9],[49:8],[49:18],[52:43],[59:4],[59:22],[59:24],[64:13],[64:17],[65:3],[65:10],[70:3],[71:1
3],[76:11],[79:25],[84:23],[85:20],[87:7],[95:8],[96:14],[98:2],[104:6],[110:1]

=============================
There are 95(19*5) verses that have one word God and
have one Noon too.
Those 95 verses:
======================================
[1:1],[1:2],[2:202],[2:205],[2:206],[3:5],[3:18],[3:34],[3:51],[3:74],[3:132],[3:182],[5:96],[5:1
00],[5:120],[6:3],[6:62],[6:149],[7:140],[7:190],[8:23],[8:51],[8:68],[9:39],[10:25],
[10:58],[10:64],[10:82],[10:109],[11:41],[11:123],[12:19],[12:92],[12:95],[13:15],[13:39],[14:
39],[15:69],[17:92],[18:1],[18:38],[18:44],[19:36],[20:8],[20:61],[20:98],[22:10],[22:76],[24:1
4],[26:89],[26:108],[26:110],[26:126],[26:131],[26:144],[26:150],[26:163],[26:179],[28:70],[28
:88],[30:11],[31:9],[33:27],[37:40],[37:74],[37:96],[37:126],[37:128],[37:160],[37:182],[39:14
],[39:44],[40:4],[40:45],[42:19],[43:64],[45:8],[45:27],[45:36],[47:21],[48:9],[59:22],[59:24],[
70:3],[71:13],[76:11],[79:25],[84:23],[85:20],[87:7],[95:8],[96:14],[98:2],[104:6],[110:1]

=============================

There are 76(19*4) verses that have one word God and
have one Waw too.
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Those 76 verses:
======================================
[2:181],[2:209],[2:242],[3:5],[3:9],[3:34],[3:59],[3:182],[4:28],[4:72],[4:105],[4:169],[6:149],[
7:105],[7:190],[7:200],[8:51],[8:68],[9:89],[10:29],[10:32],[10:35],[11:33],[11:115],[12:52],[1
2:95],[14:20],[14:24],[16:37],[16:120],[17:96],[18:69],[19:30],[20:8],[22:10],[22:15],[23:14],[
23:116],[24:7],[24:9],[24:46],[26:213],[27:9],[27:26],[27:30],[27:79],[28:27],[29:6],[31:31],[3
3:30],[33:64],[35:17],[37:102],[37:159],[37:182],[39:66],[40:4],[40:48],[41:52],[44:42],[47:9],
[47:29],[48:3],[51:50],[53:58],[57:11],[57:22],[67:26],[69:33],[71:17],[71:19],[76:6],[87:7],[1
04:6],[110:1],[112:1]

=============================

There are 12 verses that have one Word God and have one
Noon too, but they haven't Waw.
=====================
[1:1],[1:2],[26:89],[37:40],[37:74],[37:128],[37:160],[39:14],[45:8],[70:3],[95:
8],[96:14]

=========================
And there are 7 verses that have one word God and have one
Waw too but they haven't Noon.
=====================
[14:20],[14:24],[23:116],[27:26],[35:17],[71:19],[112:1]

=====================
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12+7=19 !!!!

15. 133 verse
Verse numbering in Warsh version has problem. Now we see
what Nun order protect the verse numbering. Quran doesn't
need us for protecting, because it has pen for writing. Its pen
is Nun letters.
Now consider all verses that start with Nun letters ( )ن و نfor
every sura.
As verse

[100:1] واﻟﻌدﯾت ﺿﺑﺣﺎ

or verse

[101:11] ﻧﺎر ﺣﺎﻣﯾﺔ

or verse

[90:2] واﻧت ﺣل ﺑﮭذا اﻟﺑﻠد

In such state we have only 4 suras that numbers of verses
that start with Nun letters are factor of 19.
In sura 9
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,

38 (19*2) verses start with Nun letters.

In sura 13 ,
In sura 17 ,
In sura 51 ,

19 (19*1) verses start with Nun letters.
57 (19*3) verses start with Nun letters.
19 (19*1) verses start with Nun letters.

38+19+57+19=133(19*7) !!!
It is interesting that total count is 133 (19*7)!!! 133 is total
count of Letter Noon in sura 68 too. This is marvel order.
Now consider all verses that start with Waw letter (  ) وfor
every sura.(Waw is from Nun letters).
As verse [103:1] واﻟﻌﺻر
or verse [107:7] وﯾﻣﻧﻌون اﻟﻣﺎﻋون
or verse [91:1] واﻟﺷﻣس وﺿﺣﮭﺎ

In such state we have 5 suras that numbers of verses that
start with Waw letter are factor of 19.
In sura 9 ,
In sura 12 ,
In sura 13 ,
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38 (19*2) verses start with Waw letters.
38 (19*2) verses start with Waw letters.
19 (19*1) verses start with Waw letters.

In sura 51 ,
In sura 54 ,

19 (19*1) verses start with Waw letters.
19 (19*1) verses start with Waw letters.

38+38+19+19+19=133 (19*7)!!!
It is interesting that total count is 133 (19*7) again!!! 133 is
total count of Letter Noon in sura 68.Has remained any doubt
about mathematical design of Quran ?

16. 19 first verses and 19 last verses
The first 19 verses of the Quran are verses 1:1 to 2:12 and
they have 57 (19 x 3) letters Noon ()ن. The last 19 verses of
the Quran are verses 112:2 to 114:6. There are 19 letters
Noon ( )نin the last 19 verses of the Quran.
Those verses of the first 19 verses of the Quran that have
letter Noon:
===========================
[1:1],[1:2],[1:3],[1:4],[1:5],[1:6],[1:7],[2:0],[2:2],[2:3],[2:4],[2:5],[2:6],[2:8],[
2:9],[2:10],[2:11],[2:12],[2:13]

===========================
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Those verses of the last 19 verses of the Quran that have
letter Noon:
===========================
[114:6],[114:5],[114:4],[114:3],[114:2],[114:1],[114:0],[113:5],[113:4],[113:3]
,[113:2],[113:0],[112:4],[112:0],[111:5],[111:3],[111:2],[111:0],[110:3]

===========================

17. Nun divide Quran into 2 part
All suras of Quran have Nun letters. Now we study the matter
that is very strange and this matter prove all things about
19.The below table has total count of Noon and Waw for every
sura. The most large using of Nun letters is in sura 2 and small
using of letter Nun is sura 105.We know that Initial Nun letters
are in sura 68.The total count of noon and waw in sura 68 is
230 (133 Noon+97 Waw). Now we study the below table:
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Sura
Num
ber
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
37

Noon
+
Waw
15
4149
2421
2700
1926
2034
2432
927
1885
1242
1247
1120
508
535
520
1274
1027
928
611
753
907
777
782
909
622

Sura
Numbe
r
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

Noon
+
Waw
1042
769
989
769
556
306
280
998
558
459
526
707
456
710
777
548
533
615
272
309
422
375
389
255
222

Sura
Numbe
r
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75

Noon
+
Waw
274
237
234
220
211
354
405
350
319
275
160
112
142
179
170
176
194
230
157
164
149
186
130
145
98

Sura
Number

Noon+
Waw

Sura Number

Noon+
Waw

76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100

166
141
123
89
66
67
46
140
69
82
32
32
47
63
49
33
44
20
14
29
32
11
63
14
21

101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114

24
21
16
11
4
9
19
9
18
13
8
7
11
17

Total count of Noon and Waw in sura 68 is 230. Now
consider all verses that count of Noon plus count of Waw in
them is smaller than 230.
In such state we have 57(19*3) suras.
There is no other god except GOD
Is it only Chance????
What means this relation? This realtion means that sura 68
is middle sura for using Noon and Waw.
Those 57 suras:
==========================
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1,50,54,55,61,62,63,64,65,66,67,69,70,71,72,73,74,75,76,77,78,79,8
0,81,82,83,84,85,86,87,88,89,90,91,92,93,94,95,96,97,98,99,100,101
,102,103,104,105,106,107,108,109,110,111,112,113,114

==========================
Now consider all Suras that Count of Noon and Waw in them
is greater than 114. In such state we have 76(19*4) Suras.
Those 76 suras:
=============================
2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24,25,26,2
7,28,29,30,31,32,33,34,35,36,37,38,39,40,41,42,43,44,45,46,47,48,4
9,50,51,52,53,54,55,56,57,58,59,60,61,63,64,65,66,67,68,69,70,71,7
2,73,74,76,77,78,83

=============================
All 114 suras from maximum Nun to minimum Nun:
=============================
2,4,7,3,6,5,9,16,11,10,12,26,17,33,28,18,8,24,21,23,22,40,2
7,29,20,39,37,25,43,19,34,30,41,14,42,36,15,13,35,38,46,57
,48,47,56,58,59,45,31,32,60,51,44,49,52,53,68,50,54,55,67,
72,64,66,65,76,70,61,69,71,74,63,77,83,73,78,62,75,79,85,8
4,81,80,89,98,90,88,82,92,91,96,87,86,95,101,102,100,93,1
07,109,114,103,1,99,94,110,97,104,113,108,106,111,112,10
5
=============================
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The above set show all 114 suras from maximum Nun to
minimum.You can see that sura 2 has maximum Nun and sura
105 has minimum.It is interesting that sura 68 is 57th(19*3)
sura in the above set.
Sura 68 is placed between sura 50 and sura 53.total count of
Nun in these two suras is 456(19*24).
18. 68:1 is 19th verse that starts with Noon

Nun is unique among the Quran's miraculous initials. This
letters play strange and important role in Quran. This initial is
in 68:1.It is very interesting that this verse (68:1) is 19th
verse from first of Quran that starts with letter Noon ()ن.
Those 19 verses that starts with letter Noon from first of
Quran to 68:1,
================================
[2:223],[3:3],[12:3],[15:49],[17:47],[18:13],[20:104],[23:56],[26:193],[28:3],[3
1:24],[41:31],[41:32],[50:45],[54:35],[56:57],[56:60],[56:73],[68:1]

================================
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19. Suras with 114 Noon
There are only two suras with 114 Noon that are sura 53 and
72. It is interesting that from Sura 53 to sura 72 there are 19
suras.

20. Swear

    [90:1]
[90:1] I solemnly swear by this town.

Since many years I was thinking why GOD has used swear in
verse 90:1 strangely. GOD swear to many things at other
verses like 91:1,

  [91:1]
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[91:1] By the sun and its brightness.
The swear in Arabic starts with letter Waw like WaShams
()واﻟﺷﻣس. But GOD almighty has used ( )ﻻ اﻗﺳم ﺑﮭذا اﻟﺑﻠدinstead of ( و
 )ھذا اﻟﺑﻠدin 90:1.
Why?
Fortunately the Nun letters solved it for me. There are
many orders of Nun letters that show us that over Quran
is 19. Now consider all 114 suras that starts with Nun
letters (Noon or Waw).For example 2 first verses of sura
52 starts with letter Waw :

Or sura 91 that 7 first verses of it start with letter Waw.Now
we count all of these verses in Quran. It is interesting that in
all Quran there are 38(19*2) verses.
The result is in following table:
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Seq. Sura
Letter Count of first verses in
number
sura that starts with
letter Waw or Noon
1
37
Waw 1
2
51
Waw 1
3
52
Waw 2
4
53
Waw 1
5
68
Noon 1
6
77
Waw 1
7
79
Waw 3
8
83
Waw 1
9
85
Waw 3
10
86
Waw 2
11
89
Waw 4
12
91
Waw 7
13
92
Waw 3
14
93
Waw 2
15
95
Waw 3
16
100
Waw 1
17
103
Waw 1
18
104
Waw 1
Total
38 (19*2)
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Now if GOD had been used  و ھ ذا اﻟﺑﻠ دinstead of ﻻ اﻗ ﺳم ﺑﮭ ذا اﻟﺑﻠ د
then the above order would be false. Certainly it has many
other reasons that we aren’t aware of it now.
The other sura is started with swear like sura 90 and that
sura is sura 75.

[75:1]
I swear by the Day of Resurrection.
These two suras started with strange using of swear.
Therefore they start with Lam instead of Waw.It is interesting
that Count of Lam in these two suras (75,90) is 114(19*6).
GOD be glorified!!!!
Now consider all 114 suras that first verses of it have harmony
of Noon or starts with letter Noon Like sura 109 that 2 first
verses of it ends with letter Noon:

The result is in below table:
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Seq. Sura
Count of first verses
number in sura that ends with
letter Noon
1.
6
12
2.
8
3
3.
9
2
4.
12
5
5.
13
5
6.
15
3
7.
16
6
8.
21
3
9.
23
50
10. 24
4
11. 27
5
12. 55
9
13. 63
11
14. 68
3
15. 78
1
16. 83
4
17. 95
3
18. 107
1
19. 109
2
132
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Seq. Sura

Count of first verses

1

number in sura that starts
with letter Noon
68
1

Total

132+1=133 (19*7)

It is very interesting that there are 133(19*7) verses with this
properties in all Quran.133 is count of letter Noon in sura 68
too.
GOD be glorified!!!!

21. Harmony of Waw

[ وﻟﻣﺎ ﺟﮭزھم ﺑﺟﮭﺎزھم ﻗﺎل اﺋﺗوﻧﻲ ﺑﺎخ ﻟﻛ م ﻣ ن اﺑ ﯾﻛم اﻻ١٢:۵٩]
ﺗرون اﻧﻲ اوﻓﻲ اﻟﻛﯾل واﻧﺎ ﺧﯾر اﻟﻣﻧزﻟﯾن
[12:59] After he provided them with their provisions, he said,
"Next time, bring with you your half-brother. Do you not see
that I give full measure, and treat you generously?
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[ ﻓﻠﻣ ﺎ ﺟﮭ زھم ﺑﺟﮭ ﺎزھم ﺟﻌ ل اﻟ ﺳﻘﺎﯾﺔ ﻓ ﻲ رﺣ ل اﺧﯾ ﮫ ﺛ م اذن١٢:٧٠]
ﻣؤذن اﯾﺗﮭﺎ اﻟﻌﯾر اﻧﻛم ﻟﺳرﻗون
[12:70] When he provided them with their provisions, he
placed the drinking cup in his brother's bag, then an
announcer announced: "The owners of this caravan are
thieves."
Quran is full of design notes that increase our certainty day to
day. Nun letters (Noon and Waw) confirm verse numbering of
Quran. Many of verses in Quran starts with letter Waw.GOD
almighty has designed Nun letters for confirming text and
verse numbering of Quran .In many places GOD has used the
one phrase in two forms. For example in the verse 12:59 GOD
has used WaLama( ) وﻟﻣ ﺎ ﺟﮭ زھم ﺑﺟﮭ ﺎزھمand in 12:70 has used
FaLama() ﻓﻠﻣ ﺎ ﺟﮭ زھم ﺑﺟﮭ ﺎزھم. In Arabic sometimes letter Fa ( ) ف
is used instead of Waw ( ) و.I don't discuss about syntax
reasons. The mathematical reason is discussed. The question
that raised here is Why GOD has used one phrase in two
forms? Why one phrase is different in 12:59 and 12:70?
The two verses 12:59 and 12:70 are in sura 12.Now
consider all verses in Quran that starts with letter Waw.In
such state we have only 5 suras that number of verses
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(that start with Waw) are factor of 19.For example in sura
54 , there are 19 verses that start with letter Waw.The
below table Show the result.

Seq. Sura
number
1
9
2
12
3
13
4
51
5
54
Total
count
of verses

Count of verses in sura that
starts with letter Waw
38 (19*2)
38 (19*2)
19
19
19
133 (19*7)

You can see that sura 12 is one of those 5 suras that
38(19*2) verses of it starts with letter Waw.It is interesting
that in total Quran there are 133(19*7) verses with the
above property. 133 is count of letter Noon in sura 68 too.Now
we understand why GOD in verse 12:59 has used WaLama(
 )وﻟﻣ ﺎ ﺟﮭ زھم ﺑﺟﮭ ﺎزھمand in 12:70 has used FaLama(ﻓﻠﻣ ﺎ ﺟﮭ زھم ﺑﺟﮭ ﺎزھم
).
GOD be glorified!!!!
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Another note that confirm this matter is that verse 12:70 has
4 Noon and 2 Waw.

[ ﻓﻠﻣﺎ ﺟﮭ زھم ﺑﺟﮭ ﺎزھم ﺟﻌ ل اﻟ ﺳﻘﺎﯾﺔ ﻓ ﻲ رﺣ ل اﺧﯾ ﮫ ﺛ م اذن١٢:٧٠]
ﻣؤذن اﯾﺗﮭﺎ اﻟﻌﯾر اﻧﻛم ﻟﺳرﻗون
[12:70] When he provided them with their provisions, he
placed the drinking cup in his brother's bag, then an
announcer announced: "The owners of this caravan are
thieves."

Now consider all verses in total Quran that have 4 Noon and
2 Waw.In such state we have 133(19*7) verses.133 is total
count of Noon in sura 68 too.If word FaLama ( ) ﻓﻠﻣ ﺎin 12:70
was with letter Waw instead of Fa , the above calculation
would be false.
GOD be glorified!!!!
Is it only chance???
Those 133 verses:
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======================
[2:52],[2:119],[2:162],[2:176],[2:252],[3:88],[3:95],[4:111],[4:118],[4:133],[4:160],[6
:118],[7:76],[7:125],[7:135],[8:22],[9:1],[10:17],[10:50],[10:69],[10:86],[10:91],[10:9
6],[11:2],[12:64],[12:70],[12:73],[12:83],[12:91],[12:96],[13:42],[15:45],[15:54],[15:
56],[15:70],[15:84],[15:87],[16:53],[18:9],[18:73],[19:74],[20:12],[20:74],[20:91],[20:
105],[20:115],[20:123],[21:14],[21:34],[21:37],[21:51],[21:81],[21:112],[22:3],[22:9],
[23:114],[24:49],[25:36],[26:8],[26:21],[26:50],[26:57],[26:67],[26:85],[26:103],[26:1
19],[26:121],[26:158],[26:174],[26:190],[26:207],[26:208],[27:38],[28:18],[29:20],[29
:54],[30:44],[32:5],[33:45],[33:47],[34:7],[36:11],[36:37],[36:53],[36:70],[36:82],[37:
31],[37:32],[37:57],[37:116],[37:139],[37:165],[37:166],[37:173],[38:34],[38:35],[38:
40],[38:65],[39:32],[40:22],[40:69],[41:28],[42:33],[42:35],[43:6],[43:14],[43:40],[43:
52],[3:62],[44:16],[44:19],[44:53],[45:15],[46:7],[50:2],[50:41],[51:15],[51:51],[51:55
],[51:57],[54:44],[55:39],[5:62],[56:57],[56:73],[56:84],[58:16],[68:31],[68:39],[76:5]
,[76:10],[76:30],[89:15]

======================

Now consider all verses in Quran that starts with letter Waw
or Noon.In such state we have only 4 suras that number of
verses (that start with Waw or Noon) are factor of 19.The
below table Show the result.

Seq. Sura
Count of verses in sura that
number starts with letter Waw or
Noon
1
9
38 (19*2)
2
13
19
3
17
57 (19*3)
50

4
51
19
Total
count 133 (19*7)
of verses

It is interesting that in total Quran there are 133(19*7) verses
with the above property. 133 is count of letter Noon in sura
68 too. Has remained any doubt about mathematical design of
Quran?

22.Handwritting miracle

[١٢:١١] They said, "Our father, why do you not trust us
with Joseph? We will take good care of him.
Prophet Muhamad write the Quran with his own hand.The
main Quran that was writed by prophet Muhamad Hand,
destructed by Omavy Leader Marvan ben Hakam in year
684(19*36).
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But GOD hasn't converted the miracle of Quran to mirage.
GOD by his will has protected the Main Quran 99.9999%.
Messenger of Covenant Rashad Khalifa by God will showed the
main Quran .
The question that must be raised here is :
How we must be certain that the Purified Hafs Quran by
Messenger of Covenant Rashad Khalifa is main Quran in
handwriting and letters ?
Let now consider all cases in Quran that have Dblnoon with
space (like  )ﻟن ﻧؤﻣنor without space ()ﻧﻧﺟﻲ.
Like 3 cases in the below verses:

( وإذ ﻗﻠﺗم ﯾﻣوﺳﻰ ﻟن ﻧؤﻣن ﻟك ﺣﺗﻰ ﻧرى ﷲ ﺟﮭرة ﻓﺄﺧذﺗﻛم اﻟﺻﻌﻘﺔ وأﻧﺗم ﺗﻧظرون٢:۵۵)
1
( ﺛم ﻧﻧﺟﻲ رﺳﻠﻧﺎ واﻟذﯾن ءاﻣﻧوا ﻛذﻟك ﺣﻘﺎ ﻋﻠﯾﻧﺎ ﻧﻧﺞ اﻟﻣؤﻣﻧﯾن١٠:١٠٣)
3
2
52

It is interesting that There are

361 (19*19)

cases in all

Quran .GOD is glorified! It can't be random in any way.
The another word that GOD has used it strangely is word
Ta'amanna (

).

[١٢:١١]They said, "Our father, why do you not trust us
with Joseph? We will take good care of him.
GOD has used this word with one Noon instead of Ta'amanana
(

ﺗﺎﻣﻧﻧ ﺎ

) with DblNoon ;Becasue of protecting the miracle of

Noon. This matter has relation with Handwritting miracle of
Quran.This matter show us that the Purified Hafs version of
the Quran is main Quran.
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After death of prophet Muhamad, Some of whom that had
memorized the total Quran went to other cities. They wrote
Quran with their hand (their pen).These qurans were
different than main Quran, Because someone wrote the word
Alinsan (for ex.) with ALef ( )اﻻﻧ ﺳﺎنand another one wrote the
word Alinsan without Alef ( ;)اﻻﻧ ﺳنbecause they didn't know
that the handwriting of Quran is miracle too.
This matter produced the great problem. Therefore the
committee of Quran decided to destruct all the Quran except
the main Quran. They destructed all version except some of
them (like Warsh , …). The Purified Hafs version of Quran is
main Quran 99.9999%.
Those that had memorized the Quran and hadn't seen the
Manuscript of Quran from where knew that this word must be
with one Noon not two Noon?
Therefore the Quran that is under our hand is main
Quran in letter and spelling 99.9999% .

Praise be to GOD, Lord of the universe.
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